creating value for
digital financial services.
a Kenyan perspective
a guide for Kenyan based enterprises in the financial
services segment to drive value creation in a digital
revolution.
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00

how value creation is changing the digital
financial services industry in Kenya
The Kenyan Financial services landscape consists of 42 Commercial banks, Telecoms and
fintechs organizations. Majority of the banks in the region offer similar products to their

respective customer segments, with limited real distinctive value d i g i t a l offerings that
can make these banks stand out and confidently claim unconditional customer loyalty

due to a unique and valuable digital offering.

Why is this the trend and how do these financial services institutions provide
value for cus tomers to remain relevant in the Digital revolution in Kenya?

2
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introduction
The Kenyan banking sector has witnessed significant strides over the years, this has been occasioned
by the adoption of technology that has been triggered by changing consumer expectations, stiff
competition, among other developments in the sector.

In this regard, many players have developed a number of customer-facing digital platforms geared
towards improving the banking experience and ultimately increasing their market shares. Although
most of the emerging platforms are targeted to the retail segments, there has also been immense
investment towards development of digital products meant for the SME and corporate segments. The
two main strategies adopted by key players in the banking sector include introduction of new digital
products that equally compete with non-banking financial institutions, and existing products reengineering, which in turn makes them accessible across a wider array of channels.
Unfortunately, when developing the Value Propositions (CVPs), most institutions ignore consumer
needs especially in terms of pain-points that require adept and succinct resolution as well as feedback
on the new products. Boardroom decisions, are sometimes biased towards inward looking policy and
fall short in terms of factoring in critical customer sentiments.

4
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Business Technology adoption decisions, may at times fall short
in terms of factoring in critical customer sentiments, and do not
approach this from a consumers financial lifestyle perspective
but more from a traditional approach to financial services as a
day-to-day task and not as a way of a consumer's lifestyle.
Key stakeholders in these enterprises eventually end up
approving products that do not speak to customer pain-points
and Consequently, the large investments that these institutions
make in developing modern digital banking platforms do not
yield the intended results as they are not amply utilized by the
clients for whom they were created.

To support Financial services Enterprises to make sound
technology investments to achieve their business goals for the
future, Bring Global commissioned Infotrak Limited to conduct
a Digital Financial services (DFS) Value creation survey to obtain
data and insight from financial services enterprises customers to
guide these enterprises to understand different
segments (Retail, SME & Corporate) want for their

customer
financial

services lifestyle in the case of retail, or operations for the case of
SMES/ Corporates.
The data collected from this exercise shall help explore new and
innovative products and services in the Financial services
industry as well as craft customer centric Value Propositions, for the

Retail, SME and Corporate segments.
A customer centric value proposition is likely to gain higher traction
among the target customers as it ensures that customers have a
seamless digital experience by addressing specific pain-points
that they face in their day-to-day financial services needs for their
daily lives.

1

https://www.iea.org/reports/sdg7- data-and-projections/access-to-electricity) and Data reportal

2

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital- 2021-kenya )
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DIGITAL FINANCIAL SERVICES VALUE CREATION SURVEY
SURVEY METHODOLOGY & OBJECTIVES

methodology

The survey was conducted on the individual (retail) and business
(SME and corporate) segments. The samples were distributed as
shown below;

target respondents

customer segment

sample size

1.

retail

300

small enterprises

80

medium enterprises

60

corporates

40

2.

individuals

businesses

As a result of observing COVID-19 restrictions at the time of the survey, the data collection and
survey administration was conducted using two methodologies namely;
• Computer Aided Web Interviews (CAWI)
• Computer Assisted Telephonic Inter- views (CATI)
• Mystery Shopper Exercise

6
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Computer Aided Web Interviews (CAWI) was the primary method,
while Computer Assisted Telephonic Inter- views (CATI) was a
supplementary approach adopted to help tap into retail segment

customers whose access to internet was a challenge.
The Mystery Shopping exercise was conducted by Bring Globals
Business analyst team by obtaining information through phone

63%

calls and branch visits to 11 commercial banks in Kenya through their
customer service Customer Facing Staff.
This exercise enabled us to experience first-hand what the banks’
customers experience and process to onboard as a customer of

individuals

these banks.
The individual respondents were drawn from Infotrak’s Research
Panel (with a data- base of over 8 million individuals spread across
the country) who had an existing account with any of the existing

37%

financial service providers including mobile money accounts.
The business respondents were drawn from Infotrak Limited
corporate data base as well as specific SME profiles engaged
For purposes of this

businesses

industries/sectors.

The

survey to cover a wider array of
business

phase,

Directors/Senior Finance Managers/Business

targeted

Senior

Owners/ Decision

makers on choice of bank and accounts to be operated by the
entity.

7
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Business technology adoption decisions, may at times fall
short in terms of factoring in critical customer sentiments,
and do not approach this from the consumers financial
lifestyle perspective, but more from a traditional approach

to financial services as a day to day task and not as a way of
a consumers lifestyle.

objectives
The main objective of this survey was to collect data and insights from Digital Financial services
users

to support and enable enterprises in the financial services sector in Kenya explore new,

innovative and practical products/services that deliver customer centric Value propositions for the
retail, SME and corporate segments.
01

02

03

To obtain insight into the usage of Digital financial service providers products in general in
the Kenyan region
To obtain insight into usage of financial services products vis-à-vis the existing available channels to
access these services in the market today

To obtain insight into usage and utilization of digital banking platforms across the market in
Kenya today, and get an understanding on gaps to address to improve user experiences on
these channels

04

To uncover and understand key challenges/pain-points of using different banking platforms
in general and digital financial services platforms in particular.

05

To obtain inisght among retail customers, usage of cross border payments and remittances
services related to;
• Inward remittances (frequency and country of origin, channels used and areas to improve
existing services)
• Outward remittances (Frequency, destination Country, channels used and areas to improve
existing services)

8
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01

SME & corporate
segment
9
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S M E & C O R P O R AT E

SEGMENT

usage of banking channels

cognisant of the fact that corporate and SME business in banking contributes to at
least 30% of tier 1 banks bottom line in the Kenyan region, the outcome of the
survey of this market segment seeks to ascertain not only the actual needs of
corporate and SME customers from a banking services perspective, but also to
understand areas of value creation for banks existing corporate / SME Online
banking system capabilities.

Corporates and SMEs in Kenya are generally multi banked. According to a KBA report 2020, “more than three out of
every four respondents interviewed (77%) indicated that they have more than one bank account.
This presents a growth in the multi-banked, compared to
63% percent in 2019.”
Most of these multi-banked customers had between two to
three bank accounts (64 percent), which is almost the same
level recorded for a similar survey in 2019 (63 percent).
Only 12 percent of the respondents had four to five bank

accounts, compared to 13 percent in 2019.
This multi-banking trend was observed across most
counties, with majority of the respondents from 45 out of
the 47 counties reporting more than one bank account.

10

3

https://kba.co.ke/downloads/State%20of%20the%20Banking%20Industry%20Report%20-%202020.pdf
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q: which banking channel(s) does your organisation use?
small enterprise

medium enterprise

(base 80)

(base 60)
82%

branch outlets

branch outlets

5%

push mail

80%

branch outlets
56%

digital (online)

29%

agency outlets

(base 40)

84%

63%

digital (online)

large corporate

25%

agency outlets
5%

push mail

75%

digital (online)
22%

agency outlets
23%

push mail

table 2: banking channels

Agency outlets, on the other hand are popular with small enterprises while push mail
instructions, despite its low usage, is popular among corporates where almost a quarter of
them claim to use it. In this report, we shall focus on the first two i.e. physical branch outlets and
digital channels, mainly because the quantu of entities that cited using the other channels was
low and therefore not adequate to make statistical inferences.

11
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usage of physical
bank outlets
In terms of access to banking services through different channels, most
products are accessible through both branch and digital outlets, including
cheque services. However, digital accessibility for cheque

services is

constrained and only permeable to a few functionalities such as cheque
book application/request.
Q: Which COMMERCIAL BANKING services does your organization
access through branch outlets ?

small enterprise

medium enterprise

large corporate

(base 66)

(base 50)

(base 32)
87%

84%

cash deposit

cash deposit
67%

95%

cheque deposit

cash withdrawal

71%

cash deposit

cheque deposit
80%

49%

loan application

cash withdrawal

79%

48%

loan application

41%

asset financing

91%

cheque deposit
cash withdrawal

63%

loan application

49%

asset financing

66%

60%

asset financing

table 3: top5 services accessed through branch outlets

Cash services i.e. cash deposit and cash withdrawal services still remain a key service sought in the
branch outlets by businesses. The trend is attributed to low daily cash limits allowed by the existing
mobile money channels besides the fact that most customers, especially individual customers, still
considerably rely on cash. This further explains why usage of cash services at branch outlets is skewed
towards small-sized enterprises. However, a closer look at the top services accessed through physical
branch outlets, based on businesses’ annual turn-over, tells a different story.

Although a considerable proportion of businesses are able to conduct certain aspects of loan
application, trade and asset financing digitally, the bulk of processes are cited to be done physically
within the branch

outlets. Indeed, the physical documentation required when seeking for these

services can be laborious

and detailed, sometimes, thus making the process tedious and

inconvenient. To contextualise this, below are sentiments from some respondents;
“… the amount of time was ted while in the
bank doing paperwork is sometimes tires ome,
mostly when applying for a loan.”

“… the loan application process is long and
tedious.”

small-sized enterprise, FMCG outlet

large corporate, food processing company

12
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usage of physical
bank outlets
Cheque book services continue to be one of the key reasons for high usage of branch outlets by both

medium enterprises and large corporates. This has been occasioned by the fact that cheques are the
key method of payment for most business. Indeed, when asked;

q: which payment methods does your organisation use to collect revenue?

61%

cheque
offline bank transfer / direct deposits
online bank transfer

48%
43%
27%

card (debit / credit / loyalty etc.)
cas

25%
20%

mobile money

18%

RTGS
agency banking

12%
figure 1: revenue collection methods

Cheque is cited as the main method of revenue collection by 7 in every 10 (71%) businesses, with a
skew to large corporates, closely followed by physical bank deposits. With cheques being a key
instrument in business transactions, creating an innovative digital cheque product suited for entities is
likely to generate the required buy in, especially for those not in favour of using physical bank outlets.
The need to develop an innovative cheque product is supported by key sentiments from surveyed
respondents where it is noted that, the physical cheque slips are associated with insecurity (by 44% of
businesses) while the process of cashing them is seen as time consuming (by 36% of businesses). The
risks associated with cheques include issuance of fake and outdated cheques. Unlike cash, there is no
standard

way to verify the authenticity of cheques, especially those issued by individuals or

businesses.
In their own words, businesses cited the following challenges when dealing with cheques;
‟… some cheques come post-dated (thus
taking long before getting the money)… they
then have to be delivered phys ically to the
bank.ˮ

‟… there is the ris k of fake or outdated cheques .
they can als o be dishonoured hence delaying
or impairing vital trans actions . ˮ
medium-sized enterprise, brokerage firm

large corporate, manufacturing company

13
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challenges/pain-points
associated with physical
branch outlets
When it comes to accessing services through the ‟brick &
mortarˮ outlets, about 3-quarters of business customers
feel that the experience is time-consuming, with a skew
to medium-sized enterprises. This is due to several factors
including long queues, the fact that one has to devote time
to go to a banking hall among others.
Q: What pain-points / challenges does your
organisation face when accessing commercial

banking services through branch outlets?

small enterprise

medium enterprise

large corporate

(base 66)

(base 50)

(base 32)

66%

time consuming
6%

delays
3%

insecurity
3%

system failures
6%

poor customer care services

57%

72%

time consuming

time consuming

2%

11%

delays

delays
6%

8%

insecurity

insecurity

10%

system failures

system failures

2%

6%

poor customer care services

poor customer care services

table 3: top5 services accessed through branch outlets

To put this into perspective, the following sentiments were shared by some of the
business customers regarding the challenges / pain-points they face when accessing
service through a branch outlet;

14

“(challenges include)… long banking
queues… Sometimes there might be many
cus tomers waiting to be serv ed and that
means waiting for quite a bit before being
attended to...”

“… there are long queues thus making it a
tedious process . security is another iss ue
when trans acting large sums of money.”

small-sized enterprise, interior décor firm

Large Corporate, Asset Management Firm
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usage of digital channels
The local banking industry is working hard to offer a variety of channels (both digital and physical) to both the SME
and Corporate segments, with the goal of providing similar experiences across all channels, and allowing for

seamless transitions between channels. The adoption of the digital channels by these segments has also been fair
and of the business customers (3-quarter) who cited to use digital channels a number of services were noted to be
accessed as shown below.

Q: Which COMMERCIAL BANKING services does your
organization

access

through

digital

(online)

channels?

small enterprise

medium enterprise

large corporate

(base 66)

(base 50)

(base 32)

73%

cash withdrawal

65%

cash withdrawal
55%

67%

cash deposit

67%

60%

employee services
61%

35%

payment of fees/bills

25%

loan application

cash deposit

employee services

38%

payment of fees/bills

52%

cash deposit

33%

employee services

39%

cash withdrawal

43%

payment of fees/bills
36%

loan application

loan application

Table 5: Top 5 services accessed through digital channels.

Cash services i.e. cash withdrawal and deposit services, still remain the top banking services accessed by both the
small and medium-sized enterprises through digital channels. On the other hand, the main banking

services

accessed by large corporates through digital channels are employee services and bill/fees payment

services,

respectively. Some of the digital methods used to settle transaction include; mobile money, online bank transfer,
card transactions, online payment gateways and Electronic funds transfer(EFT).
Having multiple channels for different services as well as ensuring a seamless transition from one channel to
another is paramount for businesses, this considering existence of factors outside the banks control that may curtail
access to one or more platforms at any time.
As more cu stomers continue to embrace digital channels, there is need to re-engineer the existing digital
channels to handle more services especially for busines s

cu stomers. There is need to think around

wholesome digital loans, cheque proces sing, as set financing and trade financing, which are key services for
many busines s es .
Moreover, there is need to integrate player s within the digital financial services eco-sy stem e.g. mobile money
providers, when re-engineering the sy stems so that they can be empowered to handle large transactions, this
as noted is a major drawback towards full adoption of digital channels .
4

https://www.fsdkenya.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/aws/Archive%20data%20FSD/160426-SME-banking-in- Kenya-report.pdf?_t=1611135668
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challenges/pain-points
associated with digital
channels
For those accessing banking services through digital channels,
half of them cited network failures as the key pain-point/challenge they face followed by system lags.
Q: What pain-points/challenges does your organisation face
when accessing commercial banking services through
digital channels?

small enterprise

medium enterprise

large corporate

(base 50)

(base 34)

(base 30)

47%

network failures

network failures
15%

18%

delays/system lags
6%

limitation on services

9%

delays/system lags

5%
limitation on services

limitation on services

7%

2%

3%
6%

2%

transaction cost

insecurity / cybercrime

network failures

delays/system lags

4%

transaction cost

61%

54%

transaction cost
3%

insecurity/cybercrime

insecurity / cybercrime

table 6: top 5 challenges faced when accessing services through digital channels.

Other technical challenges/pain-points faced when transacting through digital channels include difficulties in
reversing payments made to the wrong accounts, unfriendly interface that is hard for the users to navigate
through, rigid processes of solving technical issues faced by the customers among others.
In their own words on the challenges they face…

“... Not part of our normal
reconciliation process , so, every
time we make a payment with it, it
necess itates an extra step to get the
trans action on our books"
large corporate, insurance company

16

“... It‘s difficult to
revers e money sent
to wrong parties"

“... The interface is not
user friendly and is often
difficult to navigate.
The server is also often
down / slow."

medium-sized enterprise, energy firm

medium-sized enterprise,
NGO

“... Poss ibilities of losing money to
frauds ters is high, it is not
secure… Redirection to funny
sites and advertis ements on this
banking serv ices is also a big
bother"
medium-sized enterprise, IT Firm
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... too many steps
taken to complete a
transaction.
Identity is
verified for every
transaction; hence
the process is
tedious.
MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISE,
AGRIBUSINESSFIRM

When

approached

61%

differently,

network issues still top the list of

challenges experienced followed by
expensive fees / charges and
cumbersome systems consecutively

Q: What pain-points/challenges does
your organisation face when
accessing commercial banking
services through digital channels?

network intermittencies/interuptions
expensive fees
cumbersome/complicated systems
inability to reverse transactions
processing delays/transaction lags
risk of remitting to the wrong party

46%
38%
37%
35%
31%

30%

low maximum daily transaction value

figure 2: challenges faced when transacting on the digital

poor/lack of support services

30%

limited functionality

26%

high minimum value per transaction

26%

lost transactions

18%

limited number of currencies supported

16%

low maximum value allowed per transaction

14%

unauthorized access to the system

9%

banking platforms

5

https://www.fsdkenya.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/aws/Archive%20data%20FSD/160426-SME-banking-in-Kenya-report.pdf?_t=1611135668
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suggestions for improvement
for the digital channels
As a result of the above frustrations, both the SME and Corporate customers have suggested a number
of digital product/channel tweaks that could make the value propositions more attractive. Despite the
low proportions, addressing them could be the beginning of major breakthroughs in digital banking2.
Network issues remain the key concern followed by improving the user experience as highlighted below:
Q: What, if anything, can financial institutions do to help your organisation attain its
business/organisational goals more effectively?

16%
improve the network
user friendly system
increase the transaction limits
lower transaction costs
improve security
include more services

13%
11%
11%
10%
7%
5%

make it possible to reverse transactions
periodically send statements and alerts
reduce verification requirements
save details on frequent transactions
send notifications for failed transactions
automatic rejection of wrong transactions
customer care services

4%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
14%

don’t know

Figure 3: Suggestions for improvement

In a nutshell, digital banking products are expected to solve banking problems and ease everyday
lives in a pleasant and enjoyable way. Any gap between these expectations

and bank’s digital

platform/channel offering will trigger dis satisfaction and ultimately non-usage of these products,
despite the heavy investments made towards creating them. It is therefore paramount to kick off the
proces s by understanding the market sentiments and involve con sumers in every stage of product
development through research.

18

6

https://www.finextra.com/blogposting/19276/five-digital-banking-challenges-that-can-be-solved-with-customercentricity
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Customer experience is one of key
criteria used to decide whether to
keep doing business with a brand, be
it retail, SME or Corporate. As a
result, the primary platform for
competition,
today, is
customer
experience as opposed to product
functionalities. However, according to
Bain & Company, while 80% of CEOs
believe
they
deliver
a superb
experience, only 8% of customers
agree with that. This is proof of
disconnect between the key business
decision makers and the
very
customers they are supposed to serve.

According to Alex Kreger, a financial UX strategist and Founder & CEO of The UXDA - a
UX design agency, in order to create truly amazing financial solutions that would wow
the customers, the product development should be based on the market need. He further
points out that products created with a focus on their features, marketing goals, and
profitability, results in failure, as customers reject them. This is the case for products
developed as a result of boardroom consultations that do not factor-in feedback from the
targeted consumer segments. Unfortunately, many financial institutions believe that this
is the right approach to creating digital products.

7 Inclusive Finance? Headline findings from FinAccess 2019. Accessible through:
http://www.fsdkenya.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Inclusive_Finance_headline-findings-from_FinAccess.pdf
8 https://www.finextra.com/blogposting/14956/banks-are-doomed-if-they-dont-care-about-users-pain-points
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02
the retail
segment
20
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the retail segment
in this section, income groups are defined as follow;

• low income: those earning a gross monthly income of kshs.50,000 and below
• middle income: those earning a gross monthly income of kshs.50,001 –
kshs.200,000
• high income: those earning a gross monthly income of above kshs.200,000

usage of banking channels
Uptake of digital financial products & channels among the retail segment has rapidly
grown over the recent years. A survey done by Infotrak Research & Consulting
Limited in 2019 dubbed “The Changing Face of Banking” found that while a larger
proportion of retail customer preferred accessing their banks through digital channels,
only a sizable proportion were actually doing it.

41%
branch outlets
digital channels (mobile & online)
agency outlets

47%
12%

figure 4: preferred channels

9

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/07/new-distribution-channels-reconfiguring-bankinglandscape.html
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However, since the emergence of COVID-19, usage of digital channels has accelerated. According to
KPMG, in the new reality of a COVID-19 world, the distribution landscape for banking will be
transformed. One of its five predictions is, the accelerated acceptance of digital channels. As such,
financial institutions will need to accelerate and scale their own infrastructure programs to drive digital

functionality, fulfilment and personalization – which will often be in partnerships or joint ventures with
agile, innovative fintech players4. Today, usage of digital channels has, by far, surpassed usage of
other available channels as shown below.

Q: What channels do you
use to interact with

digital channels

your financial service

branch outlets

provider?

agency outlets
push mail instruction

Key to note is that, access to financial
services is high among male, 30+ year
olds, middle to high income and
educated segment of the population,
which is also in line with the findings
from the 2019 Find Access report by
FSD Kenya. Thus, low
educated

and

income, low

young

female

populations remain excluded from the
formal financial services. Although there

have been efforts by the financial service
providers to tailor products meant for
these populations, there is need for
extra rejuvenated efforts to make them
more effective.

22

10

51%
22%
7%
3%

other

figure 5: channels used

79%

https://www.customer.com/blog/financial-marketing/digital-banking-transformation-2020/
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usage of physical
bank outlets
About half of the interviewed respondents cited using branch outlets while I
every 5 use agency outlets.Among the key services accessed through branch

outlets include cash services i.e. cash withdrawal and deposits, used mainly by
more

than 3-quarters of those using the channel. Other services accessed

include bill payment services, fund transfer and mobile money services.
Q: What products/services do you access through branch outlets?

cash withdrawal
cash deposit
bill payment
fund transfer
mobile money services

71%
66%
48%
43%
25%
16%

international remittance

9%
commodity dealing / investment
airtime recharge
online purchasing

9%
7%
5%

other

figure 6: services accessed through branch outlets

The aforementioned services mirror those sought from agency outlets, in a
similar sequence. Going by KPMG’s predictions that cash is on a terminal
decline,

demand for physical financial outlets may decline by a huge

proportion post COVID-19 era. The COVID-19 era has proven to many that it is
possible to transact using non-cash methods. However, this has come with its
challenges such as costs, mainly transaction charges as highlighted in the
next section.

11

https://www.customer.com/blog/financial-marketing/digital-banking-transformation-2020/
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gaps to address associated
with physical outlets
In terms of pain-points/
challenges associated with

Q: What pain-points/challenges do you face when accessing
services through branch outlets?

physical channels, branch
outlets are associated with
time wastage by over twothirds
of those using them. Other
challenges associated with
branch outlets include poor
customer service,
inaccessibility of some outlets,

insecurity among other things.

time consuming
poor customer service
access to banking halls

6%

3%

insecurity

3%

transaction fees

a lot of paper work

FinAccess 2019. Accessible through:
http://www. fsdkenya.org/wpcontent/

15%

unfriendly staff

ridid operating hours
6Inclusive Finance? Headline findings from

64%

2%
1%
1%

congestion

1%

cost of transport to banking hall

1%

uploads/2019/07/
Inclusive_Finance_headline-findings-from_
FinAccess.pdf
7https://www.finextra.com/blogposting/14956/
banks-are-doomed-if-they-dont-care-about-

none/don‘t know

users- pain-points
Figure 7: Pain-points/challenges faced when accessing services through branch outlets

Agency outlets, on the other
hand, are associated with
limited funds (most agency
outlets can only handle small
value transactions and this
may mean walking to multiple
outlets when
conducting a
high value transaction).
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usage of
digital channels
The high usage of digital financial channels is overwhelmingly
attribute to the wide acceptance and usage of mobile money
and the advent of mobile based lenders. Since its start, usage of
digital channels has always been associated with the younger
populace. With a wider array of consumers becoming more
accustomed to positive digital experiences when dealing with
other industries there has been positive uptake of digital
banking

products by the older consumer segment, even

surpassing their younger counterparts. In fact, digital channels
are becoming the preferred way to connect with almost every
age and wealth

group as consumers increasingly want to

connect and transact

whenever and wherever it is most

convenient. (Greg Sultan,

Financial Strategist, Customer

Communication Group Inc., 2020)5.
Airtime recharge, cash withdrawal (from a bank account) and
fund transfer are the main services accessed through digital
channels as shown below.
Q: What products/services do you access through Digital
Channels (Online/internet & mobile-based platforms)?

airtime recharge
cash withdrawal fund transfer
bill payment
mobile money services
cash deposit
online purchasing
in-store purchasing
international remittance
commodity dealing / investment
other
figure 8: services accessed through digital channels

66%
63%
61%
57%
51%
46%
37%
13%
10%
10%
2%
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challenges / pain-points
associated with digital channels
As financial institutions advance their campaigns to encourage adoption of their

digital banking value propositions, there are number of bugbears that consumers are
currently struggling with that may need immediate resolution. Key among them is
system unreliability in terms of processing lags and down-times. Other concerns
include the fact that internet access is still a challenge to a sizable proportion

of

Kenyans, cost associated with digital channels and security concerns among others as
demonstrated below.
Q: What pain-points/challenges do you face when accessing services through branch outlets?

37%
delays / network issues

22%

service downtime

10%

access to internet

8%

transaction cost

6%

insecurity / cybercrime

3%

inadequate technical know how

1%

unavailability of some services like loans

16%

none/don‘t know
Figure 9: Pain-points/challenges faced when accessing services through branch outlets

These sentiments are in tandem with sentiments by FSD Kenyan in their 2019

FinAccess survey where consumers highlighted challenges in three key areas of
concern/pain-points which include security (loss of money/fraud), transparency and
system downtime6. However, people are different and any user experience challenge
can completely taint the entire experience even if the other features are perfect.
Addressing pain points will help avoid key problems and minimise their impact.

26
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suggestions for
improvement for the
digital channels
To be successful, a digital financial offering must address or at
least avoid the “pain points” that many users experience with
their current institutions. Incorporating feedback from the users
themselves is one of the key sure ways to developing
acceptable

products. Indeed, creating user-centric services,

simpler and more convenient solutions is not enough. There is
need to also consider user journey weaknesses and Pain Points.
Some of the main suggested areas of improvement, though
already adopted

by some of the existing platforms, is

enhancing security by using biometric verification protocols.
Q: What, if anything, would you like added to the Digital
(online/ internet & mobile-based platforms) channels to
make them more attractive to you?

enhance security/use biometric verification

8%

user friendly interface

8%

lower transaction cost

6%

stable network

6%

customer care services

5%

link to multiple accounts

5%

loan application

4%

simplified verification process

4%

paybill services and bulk transfers
offline access
account statement and budget planner
link to phone contacts
increased transaction limits
international remittance

3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%

figure 10: suggestions for improvement - digital channels
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Other shortcomings associated with digital platforms include inability to make
certain transactions. When asked;
Q: Which financial transactions/payment needs are you unable to conduct through
Digital channels?

29%
payment for goods and services
funds transfer to another account
account statement
cash withdrawal
standing order
forex services
loan application

11%
6%
6%
5%
5%
5%
3%

cash deposit
airtime purchase
funds transfer to mobile money transfer services

account opening
cheque deposit
deposit from mobile money services
international bank transfer international purchases
purchase of cryptocurrency
don‘t know

figure 11: transactions unable to conduct through digital channels
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3%
3%
2%
2%

2%
2%
2%
2%
14%
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reason for not using
digital channels
Charges associated with using digital channels is the main reason for non-usage of the
platforms. Other prohibitive factors include fear of hacking, awareness gaps, and

cumbersome digital solutions among others as shown below.
Q: Why don’t you use the Digital (Online/internet & mobile-based platforms) channels?

high charges
fear of hacking

34%
24%
19%

network intermittences / interruptions

16%
i am not conversant with it
cumbersome / complicated system
inability to reverse transactions
low allowed maximum daily transaction value

15%
10%
9%
9%

risk of remitting money to the wrong party
poor / lack of support services

low maximum value allowed per transaction

6%
4%

figure 12: reasons for non-usage of digital channels
8 is the evolution of fintech digital financial services complement to bank performance in kenya? kba, 2015

Similar sentiments are
highlighted in a study by Kenya
Banker’s Association (KBA)8.
The low uptake of technologybased services as perceived from
the supply side is due to, security
concerns, lack of trust in
technology based services and
banking needs met through other
channels.
29
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03

cross border
remittances and
payments
30
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international money
remittances
Globalisation has seen Kenya take centre stage in different global market
arenas. As a country, aside from exporting and importing labour, Kenya is also a

key global trade and tourism destination. With such activities comes demand for
cross-border money transfer services (both inbound and outbound remittances).
To understand the opportunities in this space, we sought sentiments from the
retail segment on their usage of cross-border remittances.

inbound remittances
Q: Have you received money from a business/somebody who is living in another
country/outside Kenya within the last 2 years?

30+
years

2 in 5 people received money
from abroad in the last 2 years

42%

median age of those
recieving maney

58%

Yes

No

USA

Germany

UK

UAE

38%

11%

7%

7%

figure 13: inbound remittances

origin of inbound remittances

REGIONS
America leads in the number of remittances (42%) to Kenya (USA & Canada)
Europe at 26%; Rest of Africa at 12% Middle East at 12% Asia and others 9%.
Mainly, inward remittances from the rest of Africa comes from Uganda, South Africa, Somalia,
Rwanda and Ethiopia. The main painpoints associated with inward remittances are that it takes
long to get processed (2-3 days) and high transaction fees.
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outbound remittances
In terms of outbound remittances, only 18%, about 1 in every 5, of the respondents claimed to
have sent monies outside the country within the last 24 months, majority of them being 40+ year
olds and from the high income populations.
Q: How frequently did you send money to a business/somebody who is living in
another country/outside Kenya within the last 2 years?

29%
monthly

21%
quarterly

15%
semi annually

25%
annually

10%
other

Figure 14:Frequency of outbound remittances

A good proportion, about 3 in every 10, sent monies outside the country at least once in a month
while 1 in every 5 sent quarterly. Under “other” are the people who sent monies on an irregular
basis.
USA and China lead in terms of inbound remittances as is with outbound remittances. (for China, it
is mainly due to the imports Kenyans get from China). Other major destination for outbound

remittances from Kenya include Uganda, Japan (mostly for second-hand vehicle purchases), UK,
UAE, Tanzania, respectively.
Q: Which channel did you use to transfer funds to a business/somebody who is living
in another country/outside Kenya within the last 2 years?

digital channels
remittance service provider
gave money to someone going abroad

android pay
Figure 15: Outbound remittance channels used
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About 7 in every 10 surveyed respondents who sent
money abroad in the last 24 months claim to

have

done it through digital platforms while 2 in every 5
have used a remittance service provider
i.e. Western Union, Money Gram etc. The main digital
channel used to remit money abroad is digital wallet
e.g. PayPal, Mpesa etc followed by

mobile based

platforms. These digital channels are however disliked
for being expensive, however, with limited options at
their disposal, people continue to use them. They are
also associated with network
inability to reverse wrong

issues, insecurity, and

transactions. Although all

outbound remittances methods are said to be efficient,
remittance service providers are feted for being the
most efficient

followed by the digital channels.

However, they

are also said to be expensive, time

consuming and bureaucratic.
The key pain-points associated with the whole process
of outbound remittances include high
charges, turn-around time, and

transaction

verification process

among others as shown below.

Q: What challenges, if any, did you experience when sending money to a business/
somebody who is living in another country/outside Kenya within the last 2 years?

22%
transaction charges
trasaction turn around time
verification process
fluctuation in the exchange rates
insecurity
need to physically visit the branch
none/don‘t know

15%
7%
5%
2%
2%
49%

Figure 16: Challenges experienced when remitting money outside the country
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conclusions

The banking landscape is certainly facing many challenges, key ones being technology, demographic
changes, changing customer expectations, greater competition and issues with banks’ own legacy
business and operating models. This study highlights some of the concerns by three key banking

customer segments – retail, SME and corporate segments. While it has highlighted a number of
challenges and opportunities,it can never be exhaustive and a lot more lies within the thoughts and
ideas it will provoke. Below are some of the key ideas to reflect upon;
•

Digital innovation is a key pillar to the industry’s growth; technologies geared towards
making financial services simpler and more accessible to the end customer. The availability
of digital solutions/channels has been highlighted,

on this survey, as one of the key

criterion for the selection of a financial service provider. Though the COVID-19 has led to
accelerated digital adoption and
infrastructure, banks should think

thus serving as a litmus test for banks’ digital
beyond just offering functional requirements.

Furthermore, the reason why the promise of digital banking has never been fully realized is
largely due to lack of attractive digital solutions10 that delivers beyond functional wants.

10https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/financial-services/financial-services-industryoutlooks/banking-industry-outlook.html
11https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/banking-capital-markets/banking-2020/assets/pwc-retail-banking-2020-evolutionor-revolution.pdf
12https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-110/Accenture-Backbase-Digital-Transformation-Banking.pdf
13https://media.bain.com/Images/BAIN_REPORT_Evolving_the_Customer_Experience_in_Banking.pdf
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• There is need to factor in consumer feedback in the product
innovation process in order to come up with user-friendly,
efficient

and effective solutions. The slow response to the

consumer

concerns by the banking industry has created an

opportunity for the entry of non-banking financial players e.g.
the mobile-based lending apps. Today, these non-bank players
pose the greatest threat to banks. Indeed, PwC’s Global Retail
Banking 2020 survey found out that 55% of bank executives view
non-traditional players

as a threat to traditional banks11. The

PwC’s 2019 East Africa Banking Survey (August - November 2018
amongst Chief Executive Officers, Chief Financial Officers and
other senior representatives of banks in Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda
and Tanzania) also highlighted

competition from non-bank

institutions as key factor impacting the banking industry. The
main concern being that these non- bank institutions are able to
deliver certain banking services through their platforms more
efficiently and cost-effectively.

• Adoption of digital platforms, if not done strategically, can pose
significant risks to
according
wrong can

the

sponsoring

institution.

Indeed,

to Accenture, banks that get digital transformation
damage their customer relationships, hidden

defection and lose

market share12. The cost of poor digital

banking, according to Bain

& Company13, has never been

greater. In the light of this, many customers feel banks’ current
digital channels fall short. Banks therefore need to align their
digital strategies around customer episodes, not products.
14https://www.pwc.co.tz/pdf/east-africa-banking-survey-2019.pdf
15https://www.fsdkenya.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/aws/Archive%20data%20FSD/160426-SME-banking-in-Kenyareport.pdf?_t=1611135668
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•

Cyber insecurity, and fears associated with it, has been widely
mentioned a key limitation to the adoption of digital banking. Cyber
security will therefore be paramount in defining the next

digital

banking winners. This can be achieved through committing resources
to develop reliable cybersecurity strategies that are aligned with the
bank’s business objectives, risk-management protocols and regulatory
requirements. The PwC’s 2019 East Africa

Banking Survey14

highlighted cyber security as key factor impacting the banking industry,
second highest concern in Kenya among the C-level bank executives.
While developing the digital products, this is one of the key factors that
banks should factor in.

•

While retail banking is more developed, in terms of digital adoption, the
SME and corporate banking is far behind. There have been very few
studies documenting opportunities and challenges within this segment
hence, posing a tough job to financial institutions to serve it better.
Indeed, FSD Kenya’s SME

Banking Survey15 points

out a huge

disconnect between what banks claimed to offer, on their websites and
other informational materials, vis-à-vis what they we actually offering.
Further, inexistent of clear delivery models

within various branch

outlets within the same bank, occasioned by unknowledgeable staff,
was also identified as a key challenge. According to FSD survey, “Many
of the banks’ branches had no

or little information on their SME

products or services or they had run out of brochures or the literature
available was out of date” Although most banks claim to offer digital

solutions, the inadequacy

and unreliability of these platforms is

something that needs an

urgent address. While addressing these

shortcomings, banks need

to start with the basics which are also

lacking. These include clearly defining who the SME & corporate client
is,

segmentation

of different groups of SMEs based on their

specialised needs and coming up with solutions for each. Therefore,
not only should banks come up efficient and effective digital solutions
for this segment but also address the basics.
We hope this report will be provocative and insightful as you chart your
organisation’s strategy.
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D E TAI L S OF S U RV E Y PAR T I C I PA N T S

SME & corporates
size (based on annual business turn-over)16

small-sized enterprise
medium-sized enterprise

44%
33%
22%

large corporate

INDUSTRY OF OPERATION

manufacturing
retail/FMCG
housing (real estate firms)
finance (asset managers, brokerage firms…)
health (hospitals)
IT

15%
12%
9%
8%
8%
8%
6%

Agriculture
hotel & catering
transport
entertainment

education (others)

4%
4%
3%
2%

media

2%

energy
education (university)
insurance
other

5%

2%
2%

12%

16 Small: Kshs.500,000 – Kshs.5,000,000. Medium: Kshs.5,000,001 – Ksh.800,000,000. Large Corporate: Kshs.800,000,000
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retail: demographics
GENDER

56%

MALE

INCOME GROUP (GROSS MONTHLY PERSONAL INCOME)

48%

low income

50%

medium income

26%

high income

24%

FEMALE

AGE

HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION

primary & below

1%

secondary

8%

1%

below 18yrs
47%

college diploma 22%
university degree 55%
postgraduate 13%

18-29 yrs
29%

30-39 yrs
18%

40-49 yrs
4%

50-59 yrs
1%

60+ yrs

SOURCES OF INCOME
45%

salary/wages - formal employment
44%

self employment/ side hustle
20%

salary/wages - informal employment
10%

shares & dividends
8%

pocket money

40

4%

rental income
2%

stipend
1%

donations & gifts
1%

retirement benefits
2%

other
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some insights
challenges/pain-points
on remittances
associated with digital
channels

• The aspect of efficiency in sending money is captured through the choice of the remittance service provider.
Respondents noted that the main reasons for using the most preferred service provider is convenience, prompt /
efficient/ speedy service, ease of access and favourable transaction charges (figure 1). M-PESA / Safaricom was
thosefollowed
accessing
services through
channels,
indicated as currently the most preferred service For
provider,
bybanking
banks, WorldRemit
, Wave digital
, Sendwave,
and
half of them cited network failures as the key pain-point/challenWestern Union (figure 2). Majority of the respondents indicated that the remitted cash is received on the same day.
ge they face followed by system lags.
figure 1: reason for using the selected service provider
Q: What pain-points/challenges does your organisation face
habit

0.3

recipient's choice

1

others

1

familiar channel

when accessing commercial banking services through
digital channels?
2

most appropiate

small enterprise

4

(base 50)

secure and safe

5

47%

favorable
exchange
rates
network
failures

medium enterprise

large corporate

(base 34)

(base 30)

network failures

15%

18%

favorable transaction charges

9%

12
delays/system
lags

delays/system lags
6% easy to access

delays/system lags

19

5%
limitation on services

limitation on services

prompt / efficient / speedy service
4%

transaction cost
0

insecurity / cybercrime

7%

5

10

3%

limitation on services

226%

2%

transaction
cost
convenience
2%

61%

54%

6network failures

transaction cost28
15

20

insecurity/cybercrime

3%

25

30

insecurity / cybercrime

figure 2: most preferred service provider
table 6: top 5 challenges faced when accessing services through digital channels.

25

other

Western Union
Other technical challenges/pain-points
faced when transacting
through digital channels include difficulties in
8

reversing payments made to the wrong accounts, unfriendly interface that is hard for the users to navigate
Sendwave
through, rigid processes of solving
technical issues faced8by the customers among others.
Wave they face…
In their own words on the challenges

9

WorldRemit

14

“... Not part of our normal
Banks
“... It‘s difficult to
reconciliation process , so, every
revers e money sent
time we make a payment with it, it
to wrong parties"
M-PESA/ Safaricom
necess itates an extra step to get the
trans action on our books"
0

5

medium-sized enterprise, energy firm

“... The interface is not 16
user friendly and is often
difficult to navigate.
The server is also often
down10/ slow."
15
medium-sized enterprise,

“... Poss ibilities of losing money to
frauds ters is high, it is not
secure… Redirection to funny
sites20and advertis ements on this
banking serv ices is also a big
20
25
bother"

NGO
Safaricom has partnered with a number of money transfer companies
including WorldRemit and Western Union.
2
WorldRemit allows one to send money abroad with a smartphone, tablet or computer and offers bank transfers, mobile money and
home delivery of cash.
3
Wave offers mobile money (deposits, withdrawals and payment of bills).
4
One 16
can send and receive money from Western Union globally on M-PESA Global.
1 large

corporate, insurance company

medium-sized enterprise, IT Firm
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• On usage, most respondents provide support to close family members to meet their basic needs. Cash was

usage of digital channels

remitted mainly for the purpose of purchasing food and household goods, medical expenses, education; payment
of rent and household utilities, among others (figure 3).

The local banking industry is working hard to offer a variety of channels (both digital and physical) to both the SME

figure
3: purposesegments,
for sending
remittance
and Corporate
with
the goal of providing similar experiences across all channels, and allowing for
seamless transitions between channels. The adoption of the digital channels by these segments has also been fair
and of the business customers (3-quarter) who cited to use digital channels a number of services were noted to be
accessed as shown below.

mortgage payment for sender
1
purchase of machinery and transport equipment for recipients
1
travel abroad by family member
1
investments in financial assets (shares, securities) for sender
2
construction for recipient
2
savings for sender
2
support recipients investment
2
Q: Which
COMMERCIAL BANKING services does your
construction (commercial / residential building) for sender
3
community development
organization
access through
digital (online)
3
farm inputs
3
channels?
investment in real estate (land and building) for recipient
3
debt repayment
4
support religious activities / functions
4
farming for recipient
5
clothing
6
ceremonies (funeral, expenses, graduation, wedding)
7
payment of rent and household utilities
10
small enterpriseeducation expenses
medium enterprise
large corporate
11
(base 66)
(base 50)
(base 32)
medical expenses
12
73%
39%
65%
purchase of food and household goods
16
cash withdrawal
cash withdrawal
cash withdrawal
0
5
10
15
18
55%

67%

cash deposit

52%

cash deposit

cash deposit

33%

67%

60%

employee services

employee services

38%

employee services

35%

payment of fees/bills

61%

payment of fees/bills

payment of fees/bills

• Main challenge of sending money to Kenya cited by a third of the respondents was cost, followed by hidden
25%

43%

36%

loan application
charges and fees, transfer
time, security, accessibilityloan
of application
service and privacy (figure loan
4). application

figure 4: challenges Table
of sending
money to Kenya
5: Top 5 services accessed through digital channels.
Cash services i.e. cash withdrawal and deposit services, still remain the top banking services accessed by both the
privacy
8 digital channels. On the other hand, the main banking services
small and medium-sized enterprises through
accessed by large corporates through digital channels are employee services and bill/fees payment

services,
accessibility of service
11
respectively. Some of the digital methods used to settle
transaction include; mobile money, online bank transfer,
card transactions, online payment gateways and Electronic funds transfer(EFT).
security

12

Having multiple channels for different services as well as ensuring a seamless transition from one channel to
another is paramount for businesses, this considering existence of factors outside the banks control that may curtail
transfer time

16

access to one or more platforms at any time.

charges and
fees
As more hidden
cu stomers
continue
to embrace digital channels, there
20 is need to re-engineer the existing digital

channels to handle more services especially for busines s

cu stomers. There is need to think around

wholesome digital loans,
cheque proces sing, as set financing and trade financing, which
cost
33 are key services for
many busines s es .

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Moreover, there is need to integrate player s within the digital financial services eco-sy stem e.g. mobile money
providers, when re-engineering the sy stems so that they can be empowered to handle large transactions, this
as noted is a major drawback towards full adoption of digital channels .
4

https://www.fsdkenya.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/aws/Archive%20data%20FSD/160426-SME-banking-in- Kenya-report.pdf?_t=1611135668
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• On Investment opportunities in Kenya, respondents are aware of land/real estate, stock market, Saccos and

challenges/pain-points
associated with digital
channels

government securities. Investment information is mainly accessed through family and friends, social media, websites
of organizations / institutions, diaspora associations, financial service providers, adverts and promotions and Saccos
(figure 5).

• The challenges of accessing investment information include misinformation, limited access to information,
uncoordinated information, untimely information and high cost of acquiring information (figure 6).
For those accessing banking services through digital channels,

figure 5: source of investment information

half of them cited network failures as the key pain-point/challenge they face followed by system lags.

government agencies

4

Q: What pain-points/challenges does your organisation face

trade fairs and exhibitions

4

when accessing commercial banking services through

saccos

digital channels?

8

adverts and promotions

9

financial service providers

9

small enterprise
(base 50)

diaspora associations

large corporate

(base 34)

(base 30)

10

47%

network
website failures

61%

54%

network failures
15%

18%
social
media
delays/system
lags

0

9%

delays/system lags

18

3%

5%
limitation on services

limitation on services
5

transaction cost

network failures

13

delays/system lags

6%
family and friends
4%

medium enterprise

10 2%

24
limitation
on services

15

20

transaction cost
7%

2%

insecurity / cybercrime

6%
25

transaction cost
3%

insecurity/cybercrime

insecurity / cybercrime

figure 6: challenges table
in accessing
information
on investment
opportunities
6: top 5 challenges
faced when accessing
services through
digital channels.

Other technical challenges/pain-points faced when transacting through digital channels include difficulties in
reversing payments
made
toinformation
the wrong accounts, unfriendly interface that is hard for the users to navigate
high cost of
acquiring
8

through, rigid processes of solving technical issues faced by the customers among others.
untimely information
In their own words on the
challenges they face…

16

uncoordinated information

“... Not part of our normal
“... It‘s difficult to
reconciliation process , so, every
revers e money sent
limited access to information
time we make a payment with it, it
to wrong parties"
necess itates an extra step to get the
trans action on our books"
misinformation
large corporate, insurance company

16

medium-sized enterprise, energy firm
0
5

24
“... The interface is not
user friendly and is often
difficult to navigate.
The server is also often
down / slow."
medium-sized enterprise,
NGO
10
15
20

“... Poss ibilities of losing money to
frauds ters is high, it is not
24
secure…
Redirection to funny
sites and advertis ements on this
banking serv ices is also a big
bother" 28
medium-sized enterprise, IT Firm
25
30

